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Question 1

BEST OF REGION SELECTION

My vote for BEST of REGION presentation would go to the following session:
(Please list session #, Session name and Name of presenter)

CS25, Using "Success Profile" as a Tool to Better Advise First Year Students, John Lanshe
Donald Canary Ethel Wheland
Session 1, Becoming an Appreciative Advising Institution. Loretta Kucharczyk
CS1 Becoming an Appreciative Advising Institution-First Steps with Loretta Kucharczyk
Academic Foundations: Strengthing the Foundation for Higher Education
CS12, Beyond the Majors Fair . . . Hurley, Miller, Ellis & Lane
CS 10 Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students take Charge of their Education Masterson
and Duff
C30/ Activities to Encourage learning. Kyle McCool, James Eckerty-IUPUI
pre-conference session Make 'Em Work (& Play) in Your Career Planning Course
CS1, Becomijng an Appreciate Advising Institution, Loretty Kucharczyk
C23 - Advising Adult Learners. Houston we have no problem. Kim Golk and Sundus Madi
All but one session I attended were good. CS34
CS6 Studnet WOrkers+Intentional student development=Empowered Peers Marcia Bimmel
CS40, Effectively advising students with Aspergers Syndrome and other Autism Spectrum
Disorders, Dennis Bowling, Purdue
CS8: Launching and Effective Faculty Advisor Training Program Michael Broshears and Shelly
Blunt
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CS30: Activities to Encourage Learning - Eckerty and McCool
CS 30, Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
CS34 Charting a Successful New Course for an Advising Unit Jamie Thomas
CS1: Becoming an Appreciative Advising Institution - First Steps - Loretta Kucharczyk, Praire
State College, Presenter
N/A
CS37- PSEOP- The Next Generation: Rocketing into Uncertainty. Presented by Allyson Filer,
Virginia Jackson, and Jeanette Berger
CS2: Advising Non-Traditional Students from Misson Control, Jacqueline Davis and Rumie
Martinez
CS 4 Barbara Austin
CS8 - Launching an Effective Faculty Advisor Training Program Michael Broshears, University of
Southern Indiana & Shelly Blunt, University of Southern Indiana
CS41: Launching advising into the digital age - Parker, Dennis, Newton
CS30: Activities to Encourage Learning Kyle McCool, IUPUI James Eckerty, IUPUI
CS42: Houston, we have a problem! Kerri Fuller, Minday Kinney
Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
CS30 Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool & James Eckerty (IUPUI)
CS25: Using Success Profiles as a Tool to Better Advise First Year Students. By John Lanshe
and Donald Canary.
I don't have my materials with me, but my vote goes to the group who covered Facebook and
podcasting.
Faculty Training Program, Michael Broshears and Shelly Blunt
CS3: Connecting Students' Goals to Students' Experiences: A New Frontier in Academic
Advising
CSI: Becoming an Appreciative Advising Institution- First Steps. Loretta Kucharczyk
CS#22, It's not Rocket Science: It's just notes! Mark Landgrebe and Merrill Landgrebe
CS30: Activities to Encourage Learning Kyle McCool, James Eckerty, IUPUI
CS10 , Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students Take Charge of their Education. Presenters:
Laura Masterson and Myron Duff
CS 22 It’s Not Rocket Science; It’s Just Notes! Helping your students become shooting stars with
30-minute study skills Mark and Merrill Landgrebe
CS 8 - Launching an Effective Faculty Advisor Training Program - Michael Broshears and Shelly
Blunt
#CS10, Myron Duff and Laura Masterson: Strategies to Help Students take charge of Their
Education.
CS 30: Activities to Encourage Learning by Kyle McCool and James Eckerty, IUPUI
CS11 Scenes for learning and reflection
CS42 Launching Advising into the Digital Age
C30, Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
CS8: Launching an Effective Faculty Advisor Training Program, Michael Broshears, University of
Southern Indiana, Shelly Blunt, University of Southern Indiana
(These guys rock!) CS32: Make your Majors Fair a Major Success Steven Barleen and Jonathan
Ferguson, Northern Illinois University
CS12 Beyond the Majors Fair: Inviting Students to Explore Their Academic Options
Many were very good.
CS 30 "Activities to Encourage Learning" presented by Kyle McCool & James Eckerty
Make 'Em Work (& Play) in Your Career Planning Courses preconference session
Advising for Life: When College Kills (Rybski, Acheson, Elliot, Kiska)
C16, Launching adult students to success via one stop shop advising, Kate Vanderkolk
CS10, Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students Take Charge of Their Education, Laura
Masterson and Myron Duff
CS5 Creating Survey Instruments for Satisfaction and Needs Assessment in Advising Brian
Borchers & Savannah Heilman Ohio State University
CS8: Launching an Effective Faculty Advisor Training Program; Michael Broshears and Shelly
Blunt, University of Southern Indiana
CS30, Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
The session regarding enabling or empowering students.
CS 22: It's not rocket science: It's Just Notes!Helping your students become shooting stars with
30-minute study skills
CS41: Launching Advising into the Digital Age Parker, Dennis, and Newton
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CS1: Becoming an Appreciative Advising Institution - First Steps
CS12 Beyond the Majors Fair: Inviting Students to Explore Their Academic Options, Mark Hurley,
Joyce Miller
CS27 Advising Portal: Transport Your Communication Problems Away! Suzanne Guinn and Kelly
Mielke
CS10: Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students Take Charge of Their Education
CS2 Jackie Davis & Rumie Martinez
CS10 Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students Take Charge of Their Education Led by Laura
Masterson and Myron Duff of IUPUI, Indianapolis
cs21
CS 25 Success profiles
CS5: Survey Instruments for Satisfaction Needs Assessment in Advising
CS5:Creating Survey Instruments for Satisfaction and Needs Assessment in Advising Brian
Borchers adn Savannah Heilman
CS42: Houston, We Have a Problem (Kerri Fuller & Abby ???)
PSEOP--The Next Generation Millennials: Rocketing into Uncertainty Jeannette Berger, Virginia
Jackson, and Allyson Filer, University of Akron
Going beyond the advisor frontier to launch successful onsite programs.Kim Clexton and Kenya
Swanson
CS30 - Activities to Encourage Learning. Kyle McCool, IUPUI & James Eckerty, IUPUI
Assessment with Savannah Heilman
CS 40 Effectively Advising Students with Aspergers Syndrome and other Autism Spectrum
Disorders, Dennis Bowling
Make 'em Work (& Play) in Your Career Planning Courses (this was a pre-con session) Presented
by Veronica Rahim and Kaletra Dispennett, Purdue Univ.
# 18, Countdown to Orientation: Training New Advisors for the Launch, Mark Goodner
Advising Adult Learners Systematic Approach to Advising Adult Students, Kim Golk, Morraine
Valley College, IL
Preconference Make 'Em Work (& Play) in Your Career Planning Courses, Kaletra Dispennett
CS30: Activities to Encourage Learning; Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
Western Michigan University--Launching Advising into the Digital Age CS41
CS30: Activities to Encourage Learning. Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
CS4 Good Customer Service=Student Retention Barbara Austin
#5 Creating Survey Instruments for Satisfaction and Needs Assessment in Advising Brian
Borchers and Savannah Heilman, The Ohio State University
CS30 Activities to Encourage Learning
CS 30; Activities to Encourage Learning; Kyle McCool & James Eckerty
"Ready...Set...Transfer"; presented by Katherine Beaumons and Clara Lau
CS32: How to Make Your Majors Fair a Major Success, Steven Barleen and Jonathan Ferguson
(Northern Illinois)
CS23, Advising Adult Learners: Houston: We Have No Problem!, K Golk & S Madi
#30 Activities to Encourage Learning
CS37: PSEOP The Next Generation Millenials
CS25: Using "Success Profiles" as a Tool to Better Advise First Year Students, John Lanshe &
Don Canary
Session V-Activities to Encourage Learning-Presenters Kyle McCool and James Eckerty
CS30 Activities to Encourage Learning, Kyle McCool and james Eckerty
CS16 gets my vote. I thought it was thoughfully presented and comprehensive.
CS 39: Advising for the Global Workplace, Johansen
CS10: Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students Take Charge of Their Education. They
provoked excellent discussion had relavent handouts and good group activities. Great Job Laura
and Myron!
CS3 Connecting Students' Goals to Students' Experiences: A new Frontier in Advising Leah
Reynolds and Abby Trout from Miami University.
CS4 - Good Customer Service=Student Retention
CS 41; Launching Advising into the Digital Age: A Case Study; B. Dennis, J. Parker, and M.
Newton
CS10 Mission Control: Strategies to Help Students TAke Charge of Their Education Laura
Masterson and Myron Duff
CS2 Advising Non-traditional students from mission control
Advisng Adult Learners - Houston, We have no problem.
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#CS30 Activites to Encourage Learning
The last session of the conference. A man from IU gave a session on advising administration. It
was very good. Sorry I don't have the session # or title right now.
None stood out
CS29: The Invisible Degree: Student Professional Development, Eric Beckstrom
CS29: The Invisible Degree: Student Professional Development Eric Beckstrom, Indiana
University - Bloomington
Session CS36: It's not rockeet science by Mark Goodner
CS23 Advising Adult Learners, Houston we habe no problem golk/madi
None
CS22 It's Just Notes! Helping your students become shooting stars with 30-minute study skills.
Merrill Landgrebe.
It's not rocket science! How to effectively address the unique needs of international students
through academic advising
CS 22, It's Not Rocket Science: It's Just Notes! Helping Your Students Become Shooting Stars
With 30-Minute Studdy Skills
CS35: Ready...Set...Transfer! Advising the Transfer Student Population, Katherine Beaumont and
Clara Lau
CS26: Advising for Life When College Kills, Jennifer Rybski, Erin Elliott, Stephanie Acheson,
Jillian Kiska
CS 30: Kyle McCool and James Eckerty

Question 2

Overall, I thought the conference was: Using the following scale, please indicate your evaluation of the
following conference related issues:

2.1 Advance e-mails, publicity, etc.

Poor 2 (1.16%)

Fair 6 (3.47%)

Good
71

(41.04%)

Excellent
89

(51.45%)

NA 4 (2.31%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

2.2 Registration Process

Poor 1 (0.58%)

Fair 4 (2.31%)

Good
42

(24.28%)

Excellent
123

(71.1%)

NA 3 (1.73%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.3 Conference location

Poor 2 (1.16%)

Fair 4 (2.31%)
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Good
26

(15.03%)

Excellent
134

(77.46%)

NA 7 (4.05%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.4 Dates of Conference

Poor 4 (2.31%)

Fair 14 (8.09%)

Good
65

(37.57%)

Excellent
85

(49.13%)

NA 5 (2.89%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.5 Facilities

Poor 1 (0.58%)

Fair 11 (6.36%)

Good
48

(27.75%)

Excellent
108

(62.43%)

NA 5 (2.89%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.6 Meals

Poor 2 (1.16%)

Fair 13 (7.51%)

Good
49

(28.32%)

Excellent
102

(58.96%)

NA 7 (4.05%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.7 Sunday Preconference Workshops

Poor 1 (0.58%)

Fair 4 (2.31%)

Good 11 (6.36%)

Excellent
21

(12.14%)
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NA
131

(75.72%)

N/R 5 (2.89%)

2.8 Monday Keynote Speaker - Purdue Men's Basketball Coach Matt Painter

Poor
26

(15.03%)

Fair
37

(21.39%)

Good
63

(36.42%)

Excellent
36

(20.81%)

NA 11 (6.36%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.9 Monday Scenic Campus Tours/Boilermaker Special

Poor 17 (9.83%)

Fair 2 (1.16%)

Good 5 (2.89%)

Excellent 3 (1.73%)

NA
142

(82.08%)

N/R 4 (2.31%)

2.10 Conference Materials

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 12 (6.94%)

Good
80

(46.24%)

Excellent
77

(44.51%)

NA 4 (2.31%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.11 Variety of Topics Presented

Poor 1 (0.58%)

Fair 15 (8.67%)

Good
78

(45.09%)

Excellent
74

(42.77%)

NA 4 (2.31%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)
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2.12 Exhibitor Presentations

Poor 3 (1.73%)

Fair 7 (4.05%)

Good
39

(22.54%)

Excellent
31

(17.92%)

NA
89

(51.45%)

N/R 4 (2.31%)

2.13 Hospitality

Poor 1 (0.58%)

Fair 13 (7.51%)

Good
37

(21.39%)

Excellent
106

(61.27%)

NA 14 (8.09%)

N/R 2 (1.16%)

2.14 Networking Opportunities

Poor 2 (1.16%)

Fair 9 (5.2%)

Good 59 (34.1%)

Excellent
97

(56.07%)

NA 6 (3.47%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.15 Length of Conference

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 5 (2.89%)

Good
56

(32.37%)

Excellent
104

(60.12%)

NA 7 (4.05%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

2.16 Overall, I thought the conference was:

Poor 2 (1.16%)

Fair 4 (2.31%)
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Good
76

(43.93%)

Excellent
86

(49.71%)

NA 5 (2.89%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.17

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 0 (0%)

Excellent 0 (0%)

NA 8 (4.62%)

N/R
165

(95.38%)

2.18

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 0 (0%)

Excellent 0 (0%)

NA 8 (4.62%)

N/R
165

(95.38%)

Question 3

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None
85

(49.13%)

1-2
40

(23.12%)

3-4
27

(15.61%)

5 or more
20

(11.56%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

Question 4

How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague
65

(37.57%)
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E-mail announcement from NACADA
132

(76.3%)

Other:
22

(12.72%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

Other Text:
NACADA conference
At the national conference in Chicago last year
while researching professional organizations in the field
search on-line
exploring NACADA website
National Conference
NACADA mailing
past conferences and OHAAA
on committee
IAAN
Annual Conference
regional meeting at national
No Response
Attended Grand Rapids last year.
searching online
job
I work at Purdue and a member of PACADA.
website
Purdue Employee
No Response
NACADA website
NACADA website

Question 5

To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

All
45

(26.01%)

Most
103

(59.54%)

Some
22

(12.72%)

Not at all 2 (1.16%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 4 (2.31%)
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Academic Advisor/Counselor
111

(64.16%)

Advising Administrator
23

(13.29%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising
18 (10.4%)

Graduate student 7 (4.05%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
7 (4.05%)

Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
2 (1.16%)

Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
1 (0.58%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years
70

(40.46%)

5-10 years
55

(31.79%)

11-20 years 32 (18.5%)

more than 20 years 15 (8.67%)

N/R 1 (0.58%)

Question 8

In what ways was this conference valuable to you?
Learning practices of other institutions.
Meeting other advisors. Hearing issues at other universities and seeing that we all deal with the
same issues.
Networking
I was able to look at other advising models.
Able to network with others and learn more about leadership opportunities within NACADAD.
Networking opportunities - break from campus with new ideas
I like to make contact with the colleges in the surrounding states.
I enjoyed the new professionals and the energy that they bring to the field.
Networking, and seeing what the current issues in advising are.
Variety of workshops and meanful pre-conference workshops
Learn techniques from other advisors
networking and content
networking, variety of topics, keeping motivation up for new initiatives
I really enjoyed meeting other advisors and learning of their daily struggles and some of the
innovative ideas they had.
We had the opportunity to present and enjoyed the other sectionals.
A great chance to present and revisit with colleagues in the Region.
hearing new ideas sharing information
Networking
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Excelllent workshops, lots of networking opportunities
Networking, hearing about new ideas, grant option for creating allied org at campus
Networking, information and ideas at sessions are applicable to my position, information was
presented about NACADA benefits that explained how I can become a leader in the organization
and how I can begin writing for NACADA
Good opportunity to learn from others who have much more experience.
Appreciative advising session was excellent. Session on Miami residential advising was
interesting and provided methods for intervention that could be used in traditional advising
locations.
Opportunity to network and converse with advising peers; opportunity for new methods in working
with students
networking opportuntities were very good and it was set up very well. Easy access to sessions
and opportunitites to meet others.
Finding out what other advising programs are doing that may be applicable to my program
initiatives
n/a
This conference had some great presentations, and it was good to see so many fellow NACADA
members.
I enjoyed hearing from individuals at other universities about their programs. I also enjoyed having
a chance to reflect on my work, and how I can enhance my work as an adviser.
Networking Opportunities
It reinforced some ideas that I am using.
The ability to network with more advisors across the region; The sessions that I attended had a lot
of information that I can use and adapt at my campus.
The opportunity to present and introduce members of advising staff to organization.
networking opportunities, conference sessions
Networking with colleagues. Learning 'best practices' from other institutions by attending
conference sessions.
I enjoy the networking opportunities, and I was able to promote some of our upcoming endeavors
for our state. I received valuable training materials and tips for our staff and enjoyed the Purdue
location.
I learned new ways in approaching different populations of students. I also was able to find out
about best practices that may work for my particular institution.
It allowed for networking and to expand my ideas of interacting with students, as well as ideas to
bring back to the office.
networking, new ideas for activities for first-year seminar classes, and getting more general
information about the field of advising (my master's degree is in social work, so I don't have as
much of a higher ed-related background)
Hearing that others are struggling with similiar student issues- that it's not just our campus, which
is open enrollment. Also, learning some new ideas for a first year seminar class I'll be teaching.
great new ideas for my freshman class
networking, learingin about new techlogical applications
Always hear some good ideas to try.
Great chance to meet people and hear about other initiatives (such as adviser training)
It was easy to get to, lots of wonderful information and very affordable.
Getting to meet other advisors from other colleges was great! Seeing and hearing how they do
activites different as well as similiar was interesting!
Lots of good information in the sessions, many things I can take back to my office.
Good networking, new ideas, re-charge, motivate.
A couple of the presentations showed some tools and tricks that will prove useful
I was energized and found many useful ideas
Information from sessions and networking
Network with other advisors and learn how other institutions are structured.
It was great meeting new people, and the sessions were interesting.
I gained valuable information that I can share with colleauges unable to attend. I was able to
network and meet others and it gave me an opportunity to see Purdue - I've never been to
Purdue. It's a beautiful campus!
Many many ideas to use in my job and teaching.
networking and learning more about a variety of interesting topics.
Networking, use of technology in advising
Networking with colleagues, hearing new ideas, reinvigorating my own skills.
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It was a good opportunity for me to present and see what others in my region are doing.
Learning about advisor training (CS 8 and CS 18) and writing on advising (PC 3)
A chance to present before the national conference
The conference, as all conferences was valuable in that I was able to meet a number of different
people that do that same job I do only in a different way. Just sahring ideas on how to improve
and modify.
I was able to take away new ideas from each session as well as validate many of the policies,
procedures, and initiatives that we are already have in place at my institution.
great ideas from sessions
I enjoy the networking and attending the sessions.
I learned new information and ideas that I will use in my position.
It gave me new ideas and materials to use and energized me about advising again.
Enjoyed the number and variety of sessions. Was relaxing instead of running to many sessions
over the course of time available so not overwhelming.
It was a great opportunity to learn about other advising issues/concerns/solutions in a short
amount of time. Also great for networking!
Networking
I really enjoyed hearing from the variety of perspectives generated by fellow advisors. I was able
to take something valuable away from each presentation, and some were very enlightening.
I did some excellent networking and gained valuable resources from those contacts
It helps to see how other university and individual offices deals with specific problems. It gives
insight into new ways of handling issues and helps us see in many ways we are all in the same
boat...
It helps to get different perspectives on advising from other institutions
Networking and meeting new (and familiar) colleagues, gathering and sharing information and
resources, and an opportunity to share what we're doing on our campus and learn from others.
Good ideas to take back to my office. Good to see how others are doing things.
It is helpful to see what other are doing in relation to key topics, looking forward to Niagara Falls-
helpful reminder about passports and flying into T.O. or Buffalo.
I really enjoyed the networking opportunities available to me. I feel like I have met some great
people from around the region.
This conference allowed me to learn about the way advising works on other campuses and
challenged me to think about how I can apply those methods on my own campus.
Provided information that was applicable to use in the classroom. The information would not allow
inclusion of advising as teach, but building critical study skills to improve student's chances of
success.
Networking and professional development opportunities
Networking, great sessions
It was a good introduction to NACADA and to this type of conference. Good opportunity to talk
with advisors from other universities.
I learned that other institutions struggle with the same problems that we have at our institution. I
hope to implement a few ideas right away.
Networking
Networking with other Advisors and learning about their experiences As a new Advisor who is still
learning the ropes, I learned some great techniques to bring back to my own students.
I picked up 1 or 2 ideas from each presentation that I attended to use in my position
hear what others are doing
networking opportunities
I was able to explore areas most relative to my work in a competitive enrollment program, such as
assessing students' advising needs, transfer student phenomenon, and advising strategies.
Interesting sessions with helpful ideas.
I strive to keep current in my field. In doing so, I continue to learn other university best practices
through NACADA.
Opportunity to talk about what's happening at my own institution and to get some ideas from
others on how to address similar concerns. Interesting to hear from others about different
approaches and arrangements on different campuses
I love to network. I always get something I can take back and use.
Assessment presentation was excellent
Networking with advisors in region and learning some new perspectives.
Great networking and professional development opportunity
networking and providing me with ideas for implementation at the college I work at
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meeting new people and old friends, receiving feedback from my presentation
The netwroking opportunities and learning what other institutions do so I can improve my program
great information sharing, networking, new ideas for my program
Chance to share with colleagues and find common ground on issues.
I enjoyed meeting other professionals in advising and hearing their presentations on topics of
interest.
It was good to hear other perspectives and pick up new tricks and tools. Incorporate suggestions
from other institutions and advisors.
Gave me ideas/suggestions to bring back to our office, but also reinforced that our advising office
is doing a lot of the same things that other offices are doing, and we're doing it with less people!
new ideas for a changing world
The networking was most valuable, as well as the session on Autism and Notetaking. I found the
other presentations to be very basic. The overall location, organization, and conference planning
was well done.
Networking, session information, general professional development, recharged battery and
reconnected with state people.
Networking and sharing of ideas
I love discussing new ideas on how to help our students succeed.
Networking and Professional Knowledge
Get some good ideas. Refresh away from campus.
Variety of topics for the sessions
Hearing of experiences of others
Great ideas from the variety of contsituents.
New ideas and networking
Meeting other advisors and sharing ideas and problems and solutions
It provided me with new perspectives on advising.
I work with high school aged students, so a lot of the information that I received was aimed toward
this age group. It was also nice to hear that other people had the same concerns!
It gave me some new ideas that I can use immediatley and long term in my advising and teaching
role.
I think it provided a great opportunity to get centralized advice, literature and expertise along with
networking about advising. It also gave me an opportunity to touch bases with people from my
state.
Networking
Meeting other advisors and picking up good information in sessions.
Great topics that gave me good ideas to take back. Very energizing. Purdue was a very
welcoming community.
Networking
networking, learning about new technologies and how they can be used in advising
New ideas and confirmation of things I am already doing for my students.
Networking, examining efforts of other schools
Networking and Two-year college presentations
Location help keep down travel costs. We are not always able to attend the NACADA National
Conference, so having a smaller version close by was nice.
learning about best practices being applied in the field
Met some new people; had some ideas of my own confirmed as being on the mark - always
comforting! I presented (while ill, no less), and that is always good practice.
THe sharing of best practices in the presentations and workshops, love it!
I am committed to NACADA and what the organization means to the profession.
excellent sessions
Hearing about what other schools are doing; learning about utilizing technology in advising
I walked away with some new insight on utilizing technology in the advising process
Hearing presentations from advisors from other institutions; networking
Ability t see whats happenign at other schools
None
I met a few people to network with in the future.
I learned some new things from the sessions.
Networking and helping to serve as a stress reliever
great opportunities to learn about a variety of topics
I appreciated the variety of session topics offered and that each session I attended left time for
comments and discussion among the audience.
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Some very good ideas to take back to use.

Question 9

My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external activities/type/length of
sessions, etc.)

Keynote Speaker should relate speech to academic advising or at least higher education. Not
basketball recruitment.
increase session length by 15 minutes so there is enough time for questions. Have more topics
that are new ideas. Appreciative Advising was something I'd never heard of.
I loved the idea of having the conference on a college campus! I really enjoyed the experience.
Our keynote speaker didn't seem to really know his audience - should try to tie it in with our
profession.
I believe we could always work on presentation skills and stress management.
Instead of the sessions focusing on what the students are like these days and what they expect,
focus more on how we need to "develop" with them and change our styles of advising - while
maintaing the integrity of advising.
bridge programs, new advisor training, on-going advisor training, advising tools. Writing for the
NACADA Journal workship include a critique of drafts.
more orginization with outside activities to promote meeting other advisors
motivational speaker
ensure the keynote speaker knows his audience, the Bball coach seemed to have no idea who he
was talking to and his speech was not cohesive at all. Organized networking events each night
I think a valuable piece for the Regional Conference would be an Advising Administration track or
a double session put on by a NACADA board member with a topic geared specifically to Advising
Administrators.
session length a bit longer;
The basketball coach, while nice, did not make any connections to advising during his speech.
Find someone else to talk next time.
Make sure speakers KNOW their audience! The Monday lunch speaker was so disappointing - he
was unaware of who we were and what our roles were and had absolutely no point or coherence
to his speech. It felt like a waste of time.
Make sure the keynote speaker connects with academic advising, offer opportunites for new
comers to network by having scheduled dinner activities, make sure the session descriptions
actually describe the content of the session
Keynote speaker that has a clue about the nature of the conference.
Walking distance & other physical barriers for future sites.Purdue was terrible for
this!Handicapped people are not all in wheel chairs.Many of us struggled terribly getting to and
from rooms to meals to sessions and back!
Include more sessions on adult learner issues; PDR issues
N/A
refreshments for in between sessions, social events at local host sites in the evening--- local
spots of interest or a social gathering not as expansive as the reception but during the main day
of the conference.
n/a
Does Region 5 have awards similar to the National NACADA awards? Possibly for the future in
recognizing outstanding programs and people in our region as well. The overall conference
seemed short.
I would enjoy two full days of concurrent sessions. I would also recommend that individuals
present topics that can be applicable to other types of universities and campuses. A poster
session with resources would also be nice.
Keynote speaker should be someone with direct connection to advising such as the Provost, VP
of Enrollment Management, or President. Someone who can encourage, motivate and
acknowlege importance of advising.
Not having it on a college campus! ;-) Not much for adult professionals to do in the WL/L area in
the evening, unfortunately. Have presenters make an ABUNDANCE of copies to distribute in
sessions.
Perhaps there should be a committee member assigned to oversee each additional excursion,
etc. (since the boilermaker fell through) Also,
Having an optional pre-registration for sessions so you can anticipate which sessions may require
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larger rooms instead of just guessing.
More ideas for first-year seminar and/or orientation activities
Could do a better job of limiting the presentations to ones that offer new or innovative ideas. I
attended a couple sessions that just didn't present anything new even though the session
description seemed to suggest it would.
Make sure you have meals that accommodate special dietary needs. The keynote speaker should
make their speech more applicable.
It would be of great value for me and my colleauges to have more sessions dealing with advising
adult students. It would be nice to see more ecouragement of presentations by advisors of adult
students.
Time frame was good. No changes needed.
I really enjoyed the keynote speaker. It was great to hear from someone who is not necessarily an
"expert" in academic advising, but someone who is definitely an expert is building character and
working with students.
Sessions were interesting and a good length but too often they are so specific to the individual
institution that the info does not translate well elsewhere. More pratical, hands-on info would be
better in the sessions (too much big
Change the Days to a Weds- Fri schedule. So it lines up with the weekend! Like we're doing in
Toronto!
Some of the topics were a little too similar in nature. Perhaps a wider variety of topics.
Ensure that presenters are familiar with electonic equip. Three sessions I attended presenters
were unfamiliar with equipment & sessions were conducted w/o sound, PP, or DVD. Lack of
visuals are not good for a dull presenter.
Just keep the ideas coming!
I would have liked one more day at the conference.
more on advising from a distance
Follow up on presentations from this year. Many presentation were on new ideas or newly
implemented programs. It would be good to see how things are going in 3 years.
The best presentations had some aspect of student participation I appreciated that i think that it
would be good to include in the future.
larger rooms for sessions; my first two sessions were standing room only, with folks sitting on the
floor
Cannot offer any improvements
More experiential sessions (like the one I voted best in conference)and fewer sessions where the
presenters open a topic and everyone else discusses it (not really a learning session for me).
A more welcoming reception would start off networking sooner rather than having people begin
with having dinner on their own or perhaps commission or focus groups dinner meetings that
attendeses cover organized as a kickoff.
I would have preferred the keynote speaker to be someone other than the coach of a sports
team, such as the President of Purdue.
There should be a more careful process of matching up presentation topic descriptions with the
actual content. One presentation advertised "retention" but the main insight was that happy
employees lead to happy students...
I would make future conferences slightly longer and not start on a Sunday.
I know that NACADA is a national advising organization but since others(admission, administrators
etc)are also able to attend it would be nice to have a few sessions that would be geared to those
folks. Sessions dealing with GLBT.
A better variety of pre-conference workshop opportunities.
More research topics, less "this is how I did it" without any reason for the topic. Late April is a very
busy time in our offices, as it is near the end of the semester. I would prefer for this conference to
be held in March.
Good that you tried to keep costs down for the conference with holding it at the university
(beautiful campus) but it was really far to travel to when flying into Indianapolis' Airport. Not much
near conference for nicer eating
Have water available in the rooms throughout the day.
Make sure the keynote speaker understands the audience he/she is addressing and tailors his/her
talk to our goals.
keep up the good work!
Try to get presenters that have completed projects and can present results. Too much of
presentations was explaining the process of putting something together, not results.
More variety in presentation topics. Additional sessions in which the presenters have more
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experience in advising and with their particular topic. Could have used two full days for concurrent
sessions.
N/A
Have water available in meeting rooms/central location. Have a pre-registration for seminars -
Attendees not locked into the seminars they chose but organizers would know what is more
popular and could schedule rooms accordingly.
more on assessment
more sessions geared towards administrators
It might be advantageous to shorten the sessions from 60 minutes to 50. Presenters in a couple
of sessions I attended used up time by having audience members introduce themselves rather
than providing more content.
Better tech support is needed. There were several frustrating moments when a/v equipment didn't
work as promised. The rooms were also too small in many cases.
Please include a list of conference attendees for future networking.
Finding a keynote speaker who addresses the audience. I didn't get the impression that Coach
Painter had any idea of the group he was addressing.
Sessions on Diversity is very limited. I would like to see more.
More about orientation advising
Would have liked: more relevant keynote speakers; conference sessions that are more
applicable to other colleges instead of just specific to one institution; more structured networking
opportunities like group dinner sign-ups
provide IT assistance with presenters. Many presenters could not log in to their computes.
Provide water for presenters. Provide the presenter with information on his audience. I'm not
certain if he understood our role :)
a reminder of good conference ettiquette in the publication, volunteers posted at each CS room
to steer attendees to a different session once the room is full
A way to organize car pooling or possible transport from train station (if there was one close
enough)
The keynotes speaker could have tied his comments back to student success or advisers in
general but failed to make that connection. I was confused as to why he was chosen.
this format was good
Perhaps have the conference during the week; not starting on Sunday.
The presenters need to be better screened and prepared. It might be helpful if topics were more
specific and focused, allowing for more in depth learning.
panels, round table discussions, education related keynote, common reading/movie and
discussion on day before conference
Social events planned for evening(s).
Wondering how to get advisors from faculty and small colleges attending. The Big University
advisors from centralized centers dominated the attendees I met and almost looked surprised to
see me, as I was not like them.
Advising Professionals as speakers, not athletic coaches; no charge for soda at cash bar;
cheese for crackers always
Sessions dealing with student-athlete issues.
Lengthen sessions by fifteen minutes; more "roundtable" type sessions with participation by
attendees.
Better food.
Need more info on online advising and facebook etc.
More relevant speaker who actually knew we were advisors.
I would like the keynote speaker to tie the speech to academic advising and NACADA better.
There weren't many sessions with topics related to advising students on probation or at risk. This
is a big area of interest for many NACADA members, so it would be helpful if more were included
in future regional conferences.
I think the registration table should be closer to the check- in and manned for longer periods. I
think the main speaker should be directly related to advising in an academic setting given the
current challenges that we face .
Developmental advising
I would like to have had a list of attendees, e-mail, school info as a tool for further networking. I
would also encourage having altnative event in case the frist event (campus tour bus) does not
run.
Continue to hold as many conferences as possible "on campus". I know not every school can do
this, but it was fantastic to be right on campus at Purdue. I truly believe it added to my focus on
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students.
Provide list of community services (e.g., pharmacy, newsstand, etc.).
A bit more information for advisors of graduate students
All related to conference was fine; hotel too. Note: exit gates of garage need work. My pass
wouldn't swipe on 2nd day (it was in perfectly fine condition). Callbox worked once, but not 2nd
time; seemed to need a reset or something.
Keep the programing with as much of a variety as possible.
The keynote speaker should speak on something related to higher education and know the
audience. Perhaps some preparation and information about who he was addressing would have
made the lecture more applicable.
better keynote
Fewer sessions by grad students; Not holding the conference at the end of the semester/duriing
registration; Not having the conference start on Sunday
Having the keynote speaker address issues in academic advising or affairs. I think the keynote
could have been better if he could have some how incorporated his topic into the effects it has on
advisors or that process.
support topics such as technology, organization, and book reviews
Make sure the speakers actually talk about what they advertise to do. Have sessions that discuss
more than just the basics.
Let people know ahead of time what the room capacity is in each room so they can be prepared
to go to another session. Some of the sessions filled up very quickly and people were sitting on
the floor.
I would like the conference to be little longer and end on Friday so that a mini vacation could be
worked out at the same time. Ending at noon was a little short. More break out times with fewer
presenters in each
have a more relevant lunch keynote speaker, more networking events
I would have liked the keynote to make a more direct link between his line of work and academic
advising.

Question 10

Additional comments:
Overall, Conference was great.
I was hoping for more topics backed by good statisitics. I wasn't sure if I used an idea that it
would have a good chance of working for me.
Great job team! Like the grocery bag too!
Perhaps have planned dinners to have more networking opportunities - could be organized by
interests or regions.
Great conference. Look toward to the next one in Canada
na
thanks for all your work!
Purdue did a great job with this, and I like the idea of having these conference on a college
campus (moneysaver, too).
Offer sessions that challenge others' views of advising -- it's not just course registration like I
heard from many attendees.
Very reasonable cost!
Overall the conference was great. Loved the location - beautiful campus! Great sessions. Good
turnout. Great job to the planners!
Bottles of water for presenters, possible water for conference attendees if possible, temperature
in rooms too hot, more details of conference to attendees prior to arrival i.e. where sessions are
held
Nice job. This was my first conference and overall it was very helpful.
Hotel staff rude and unhelpful.Monday night someone finally told me I could go across
underground to avoid stairs.I missed meals and sessions because I couldn't keep walking so
far.7 miles in 3 days WITH A FRACTURED TIBIA!
The Sunday reception was completely unsatisfactory: very little as far as refreshments; especially
considering the amount the allied organizations donated toward this part of the conference.
Great conference!
n/a
Although I liked Matt Painter as a basketball coach, he didn't seem to know who he was talking to
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during the keynote lunch. Perhaps someone that knows what they are talking about a little more
would help.
I would have appreciated having refreshments between sessions, or water provided during
sessions.
Would like to see more sessions on Adult Students or Grad level advising
The campus is beautiful. Please encourage hotel to work on getting rid of garbage in the lobby. It
was quite strong and detracted from its real representation. The conference coordinators were
extremely friendly. I will return.
Was good to hear from Coach Painter, but it seemed he did not know his audience. Very
disappointing.
All sessions ran on time, which was greatly appreciated! Volunteers were friendly and helpful.
Needed better signage in and outside of buildings. Consider Merrillville, IN for a future Regional
Conference!!
Nice location, and the planning committee was VERY hospitable, one of the best I have seen -
including at nationals.
The front desk staff at the Union Club Hotel were not very friendly at all. They had not idea about
the Boiler Maker Tour and seemed offended that I had asked.
Overall I really enjoyed this conference. I got some new ideas and made connections with other
professionals in my field. Purdue was a great site, I hope to attend another conference there!
Location was great, length of conference was good. Wish that the pre-conference wasn't on a
Sunday though...
AV was a challenge. Presenters didn't seem prepared for any struggle or didn't have a back up
plan if something didn't work.
The conference was great! I wish I could have attended more than I did, but I was very impressed
with everything that I experienced. Great job!
Key note should be more applicable, area should have more to offer (food options were poor)
although the campus was beautiful and interesting to see.
Shame the Boilermaker Train didn't do our tour.
The Discovery Park Tour was excellent....but only 2 of us went :(
Thanks for a great conference! All the hard work and effort are appreciated.
Tim did a great job! Thanks!
EXCELLENT JOB! Had a great time.
What a swell place to have a regional conference! Everyone on campus was very nice ( thanks to
an RA staff member on the west side of campus who got us back to the right place). Having the
support of the Provost's office (in person
Very nice location. The host committee did an excellent job.
PLEASE make sure technology is working and presenters arrive early enough to test it out before
sessions. I had two sessions where we could not view materials via computer because of
problems, and no one on site was able to help.
Great visit at Purdue. Wonderful welcome.
One hour per session was excellent, as was the 2 day length of the conference.
Moving the registration desk so many times was confusing. Where did the prize list board finally
wind up? Need water in the rooms.
If it isn't offered already, it might be nice to have a Region 5 gathering at the National conference
before the event gets started to encourage more networking and to alleviate the "overwhelming"
feeling commonly reported.
All in all it was a very good conference. The hotel was very nice and very convenient. I enjoyed
myself and feel I have gained a lot of knowledge and hope to implement the information into my
own office. thank you.
The staff and planning committee deserve a round of applause for the work they put into this
conference. Thank you!
I liked being at a University setting for the Regional and hope this continues. I also like the rotation
to different states, with efforts to be somewhat centralized in choosing locations within a state.
I think there should be an interest registration for the sessions so you can try and acccomodate
the more popular ones in bigger rooms and vice versa.
I was looking for the best presentation to accompany this. My vote would have been the Tuesday
morning study skills presentation.
Purdue Union Hotel staff were extremely rude. The basketball coach didn't really seem to have
any idea what an advisor does.
Convenient location and nice facilities, though some CS rooms were crowded. It would've been
nice to have had transportation arranged to get to Discovery Park.
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Rooms were either extremely hot or extremely cold.
The Purdue planning committee was extremely helpful. Other staff (at hotel) were not as helpful
with out of town attendees. Not a lot of amenities close to campus and without a car, it was difficult
to get anywhere in town.
Great Job!!!!!!!!!!!11
On the registration form I indicated that I had multiple food allergies. No one contacted me and no
arrangements were made. As a result I had to negotiate my lunch meal with the servers at the
venue.
This conference was organized and accomodating. In comparison to attending a conference in a
hotel conference center or convention center, the educational backdrop of Purdue University was
an excellent reinforcement of our purpose.
This was the most disappointing conference that I have gone to since being a part of NACADA.
All of the sessions I went to were packed and had to either sit on the floor or stand. The session
topics where repetitive.
It was frustrating that "online" registration meant going online to find a form that needed to be
printed out and mailed or faxed. Is this something that can be upgraded to actual online
registration?
The length of the conference was perfect. Location was great--everything was readily accessible.
The conference organizers did a fantastic job!
I love that the conference was on a college campus. More conferences should be held on
college campuses.
The session by Lourdes college on Orientation was TERRIBLE.
Thank you for putting this together. It was a wonderful experience.
LOVED the location and Union Station. Your facilities were great! Loved my hotel room! What a
unique and classy place. Conference chairs and volunteers were friendly and helpful. Good job
with this conference.
WONDERFUL OVERALL EXPERIENCE! I really enjoyed it!
Choose a relevant keynote speaker to the conference topic. Overall it was a good conference
and was happy to recharge my battery at Purdue... BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS!
Matt Painter was terrible. He seemed to have no clue as to who his audience was. His speech
was rambling and there were a few statements that made the advisor in me cringe. Hope you
didn't pay him much!
Great conference. It has been awhile since I had been at a regional and I loved it. Of course,
Purdue has fantastic facilities and the servers at breakfast and lunch were fantastic...they went
above and beyond. Great work!
For my first meeting, I really enjoyed the presentations. I think everyone who worked on the
conference did a great job.
Great friendly atmosphere!
Good conference!!
The iced coffee was the only problem--you should get a refund (or credit) for that.
Thanks for a good conference. Good number of sessions/day. Nice full breakfast each day and
full lunch Monday. One problem-in October I said I'd volunteer but wasn't contacted until 3 days
before conference to sign up for duties!
As a presenter, I would like to have had a certificate of partipation I could hang on my wall and
show my boss that I am active in my perofessional development.
Great job of getting this together in a short period of time.
Great job:I appreciated all the sessions etc. being in close proximity to each other. For food
listings, maybe say TYPE of restaurant. Map of restaurants? Also, BoilermakerSpecial never
showed; had to walk! Not the end of the world.
Great job!
As a presenter, I was disappointed that I was asked to bring my laptop and projector but when I
got there, I had to use Purdue's system. I should have been told that A/V would be provided. Very
inconvenient.
Overall, a very positive experience. It seems alot of people bailed by late Monday. Presenters
were all very positive and enthusiastic. Reg table at the opposite end of the hall was confusing.
I was really disappointed in the sessions and will probably not attend another NACADA
conference.
Great job everyone. I wish the train would have arrived. Include not pads in the bags and water
bottles or water in the room. Some of the room set ups were a little strange with the projectors on
the side wall
overall great conference!
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- End of Survey -
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